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Galenus is a board game for 1 - 4 players, ages 14 
and up, that takes 60 - 120 minutes.

Excerpts from The Prince of Medicine: Galen in the Roman Empire by Susan P. Mattern, published by OUP Oxford, 2013.

"Galen's* most influential contribution to medicine was surely anatomy. Anatomy is a cumulative science; one 
cannot simply cut up a corpse and find meaning in its inner structures without knowing what to look for. Galen's 
exhaustive descriptions drew on many centuries of tradition before him. Virtuoso anatomist that he was, he 
could not have seen what he saw, nor described what he described, without that tradition; which also led him 
astray many times, as did the traditional views on physiology that he also espoused and elaborated. There are no 
perforations in the heart's septum, as Vesalius finally concluded after more than a decade of searching for them. 
But without Galen's Anatomical Procedures, Vesalius, the founder of modern anatomy, could not himself have 
observed nor described in such fine detail the structure of the human body."

"Galen's most relevant contribution today, however, is paradoxically his clinical practice. Although his polemics, 
his theories of physiology, and his meticulous anatomical instructions come down to us over the centuries in 
large quantities, it is the voice of the healer that speaks to us most directly. Despite the energy he devoted 
to dissecting, writing, and showing off, Galen never lost sight of the idea that medicine is about treating 
patients; and he treated all kinds of patients. His anecdotes, although personal in tone, betray barely a hint of 
condescension toward any patient except for one silly rich man. He would root around in a farmer's yard for 
a suitable ingredient for a plaster. He would wheedle information from a chambermaid if it helped him make 
a better diagnosis. He would perform insanely risky surgery on the slim chance of saving a slave boy's life, 
with professional disgrace as the price of failure. Galen was egotistical, arrogant, bossy, bombastic; he was an 
unapologetic owner of slaves and possibly, by some definitions, a misogynist. He was not necessarily a good 
man. But he was a good doctor. The challenges he faced are scarcely imaginable today; paramedics, military 
field doctors, and physicians in very poor developing countries are in the best position to understand, but even 
there, the advances of the last century have obliterated much of the experience of medicine in the premodern 
world. Galen battled a staggering array of lethal infections day after day, year after year, and with his own hands." 

"Medicine was Galen's passion, one to which he devoted all his energies throughout a life that was 
extraordinarily long by the standards of his day and yet, as for all mortals engaged in the study of nature's secrets, 
all too short."

- DOCTOR OF ROME -

Galenus or Galen? Galenus was his Latin name, or Γαληνός in Greek. Galen is the anglicized version. In the intro above that is a quote we 

have not changed the original English text. In the rest of the game we refer to the man by his Roman name; Galenus.

*
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1 Rulebook
4 Player aids
1 Roma board
8 Villas (double sided)
1 Skill board
36 Region cards (double sided)
3 Region deck cover cards
10 Journey cards
3 Sect doctrine cards
28 Herbs (7 per patient color)
4 Bidding dials (1 per player color)
12 Books (6 Galenus, 6 Hippocrates)
1 First player marker
1 Round marker

Wooden components
24 Mediples (6 per player color)
16 Skill markers (4 per player color)
4 Contest markers (1 per player color)
4 Impact markers (1 per player color)
4 Philosophy markers (1 per player color)
4 Reputation markers (1 per player color)
4 Health markers (1 per player color)
1 Galenus pawn
30 Notable works
100 Patients 
 25 Sanguine patients - Blood humor
 35 Phlegmatic patients - Phlegm humor
 15 Choleric patients - Yellow bile humor
 25 Melancholic patients - Black bile humor
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5 Dignitary cards
2 "Perga" cards (double sided)
2 "Mon" cards (double sided)
1 Brown mediple
1 Brown contest marker
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Before we begin, here are a few general concepts that apply to this 
game: 

The Golden Rule:
If any text in the game contradicts these rules, the game text takes 
precedence.

Component Limits: 
Patients, notable works, Herbs and Books are not limited. In the unlikely 
event that you run out of them, use whatever replacements you like.

The goal of the game is to enter Galenus’ inner sanctum by earning 
his respect, either by possessing four more Notable Works than 
every other player at the end of any year or by having the most 
positive impact at the end of five years. 

You make a positive impact (gain impact points) by treating Patients, 
Publishing notable works, and completing Projects. 

You make a negative impact (lose impact points) by depleting your Health 
and Focus, and by neglecting your patients. 

Galenus, also called the Prince of Medicine, was a key figure in medical history. In his time people fought for his attention and respect, which 
brings us to this game. You must ask yourself, is pure medical skill the key to success when treating an ailing population? Today, the answer to that 
question is more likely to be yes, but in this ruthless society1 a physician’s answer was not so assured. One must balance a philosophical mind and 
a healthy body, time spent focusing on patients, and time spent seeking fame and fortune. 

There are many paths to go down in this game to achieve victory. As you explore the different ways to maximize your impact points a rival of 
yours may simply secure their name in history by publishing enough notable works. How much you wish to plan is up to you and the timing of 
your actions against your rivals will yield various results, both good and bad.

Each year, your planning and hard work will be put to the test in a grand medical competition, but be warned, time spent treating those in need 
won't necessarily lead to prizes. The cunning minds who spent more time showing off and focusing on this competition may do a better job at 
appealing to the judges. Nevertheless, the cruel, unforgiving nature of this game can punish those who rely on their reputation alone and the 
prizes won from this competition may help or hinder your progress in the path to victory.
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PLAYER SETUP
Each player chooses a color and takes:

A 1 randomly assigned Villa.
• Players must choose together whether to 

play with asymmetric powers or not.
• Randomly assign who is going to be 

the first player. The first player takes the 
First Player Marker. Turns will proceed 
clockwise from this player.

• Players may choose a villa in reverse 
player order instead of random 
assignment.

B  6 Mediples of their color (each representing 
two months of work effort) placed in their 
villa’s Living Quarters.

C 1 Bidding Dial of their color placed   
near their villa.

D  1 Impact Marker of their color, placed at the 
start of the Impact Track.

E  4 Skill Markers of their color, placed 
at the start of the four Skill Tracks.

F  3 Attribute Markers of their color, 
Philosophy, Health, and Reputation placed 
on their starting spaces (marked with a dot) on 
the Attribute Tracks of their villa.

G 1 Contest Marker of their color, placed at the 
  start of the Contest
     Track. 

ROMA BOARD SETUP
H  Place all of the notable works, patients, books, 

Sect Cards and herbs in a supply next to the 
Roma Board. 

I    Add four Sanguine Patients (red) to the Arena 
(these represent gladiators).

J  Separate the Region Cards into their respective 
decks (Patrician, Plebeian, Peregrini), shuffle 
each of them, and place the decks close to the 
Roma board. Then place a Region Deck Cover 
Card on top of each deck. 
• Take the bottom card from each deck and 

place them with their “Summer” side up on 
their respective places on the Roma board. 
(Summer side indicated by the sun icon in the 
top right hand corner of the card).

• Add the indicated number and type 
of patients to each region card from the 
supply.

• Add or remove gladiators in the arena as 
indicated.

K  Shuffle the Journey cards and place them face 
down next to the Roma board.
• Take the top journey card and place it face up 

on the indicated space on the Roma board. 
• Add the indicated number of herbs and/

or books to the journey card (there is 
no difference between the Galenus and 
Hippocrates books).

L  Place the Round Marker on the Round Tracker 
and place Galenus on the top position on the 
contest track.2

SKILL BOARD SETUP
M  Place four notable works from the supply on 

each bold line, three on each column, 12 in 
total.

SEQUENCE OF PLAY
Each year is separated into three phases: 
The Work Phase, then the Contest Phase, and 
finally the New Year Phase. 

These phases will be explained in the following 
chapters.
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Figure 1 - Example 4 player setup
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Throughout this rulebook we will refer to 'Planning' spaces and 'Action' spaces, These spaces are listed below for reference.
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Medicus est, Eundum 
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Villa  
There is one planning space in your villa.

• Only your mediples may be placed in 
your villa.

• This planning space may accept 
multiple mediples.

Roma board
The Roma board has multiple areas which each have a planning space, as listed below. Each player may only 
place one of their mediples in each planning space on the Roma board.
A. Baths
B. 3 Region Cards - Patrician, Plebeian, and Peregrini. Each of these have their own planning space.
C. Arena 
D. Journey Card 
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ACTION SPACES
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Villa  
Your villa has three action spaces to choose 
from:
A. Office - Publish
B. Hospital - Solicit patients
C. Hospital - Treat patients

Roma board
Baths - The baths have two action spaces to choose from:
A. Recuperate 
B. Join sect

Region Cards - Each region card has two action spaces to choose from:
C. Treat patients 
D. Work on a project

Arena - The arena has one action space:
E. Treat patients

Journey Card - The journey card has two action spaces to choose from:
F. Shop 
G. Work on a project
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During this phase everyone takes turns in clockwise order deciding whether they want to Plan or Get Results. When you plan, you put an 
'unplanned' mediple in a planning space where you intend to perform an action. This mediple is now 'planned'. When you get results, you are 
done planning, and you use your 'planned' mediples to start performing actions. You can start getting results while other players are still planning.

PLANNING
If you choose to plan:

• Take one of your Unplanned Mediples from your living quarters and 
place it in a Planning Space on your Villa, a Region Card, the Journey 
Card, the Baths, or the Arena. This represents part of your plan, 
approximately two months of work effort.
• Until you get results, you must place one mediple per turn.
• Your villa's planning space can accept multiple mediples, but only 

one of your mediples can be placed in each Planning Space on the 
Roma board.

GETTING RESULTS
If you choose to get results: 

• You can no longer plan for the rest of the year. 
• If this is your first turn getting results, move any unplanned mediples 

left in your living quarters to the Preparation Space in the Theater 
(representing extra time spent preparing for the medical contest).

• If you are the first person to get results, you must choose what the 
Contest Subject is. Pick one of the four patient types and place a 
patient of that type from the supply into the contest subject spot.

• You must then choose any one of your planned mediples to move 
into an available Action Space in that section and perform the 
corresponding action. 

• On your next turn repeat the step above until no more of your 
mediples can get results, then pass your turn until no one else’s 
mediples can get results.

• If they can, all mediples placed on planning spaces have to be 
moved to action spaces. You can not take them back during this 
phase.

Example: (1) On their 1st turn the player places a mediple in their villa's planning space. (2) On 
their next turn they place a mediple on the planning space in the arena. (3) Then on their 3rd 
turn they place another mediple in their villa's planning space.

Example: On their 4th turn the player 
decides to get results. (4) They take their 
remaining mediples and place them in the 
‘unplanned mediples’ space in the theater. 
(5) They are the first player to start getting 
results, so they choose the contest subject. 
They choose choleric so they place a choleric 

patient from the supply on to the contest subject space in the theater. (6) Then they move a 
planned mediple from their villa’s planning space to their hospital to get results. (7) On their 
5th turn they move their other mediple from their villa’s planning space to the office to get 
results. (8) On their 6th turn they move their last mediple inside the arena to get results.

(1)

(4)

(3)
(2)

(5)

(6)

(7) (8)
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Historical note: It was already known that healers treating victims of plagues were in a greater risk of falling victim to these diseases themselves. Healing 
the rich and powerful raised a doctors reputation. Galenus was one of the Doctors who tended to the Emperor and his family. Competition in Rome was 
fierce and poison was the weapon of choice for dealing with ones rivals who got too far too fast, even among doctors. Galenus himself had to flee Rome at 
one point of his career.

* These include diseases of excess like gout, jaundice, and diabetes which were suffered mainly by the higher classes who were more influential in society.
** Become too popular in Ancient Rome and your enemies will make sure you suffer for it.

Historical note: Doctors often visited their patients, but their own home was also in 
use as a place of practice, studying and writing. Publications were made for a specific 
patron on order or as veneration, but also as a way to remember case studies, 
historia, for oneself or as a way to support teaching, memorandae.

tracks here. These tracks may differ from each 
other if you are playing with asymmetric villas.

Before we discuss what actions you can perform in 
your villa, let’s go over your attribute track:

A  Focus: You gain focus by treating patients. You 
lose focus when your health is depleted. If 
you gain focus and your focus track is full, you 
increase your philosophy instead. 

B  Philosophy: You gain philosophy either by 
acquiring books or extraneous focus. You 
lose philosophy when you publish or bid in 
a contest. If you gain philosophy and your 

philosophy track is full, you increase your 
reputation instead. 

C  Reputation: You gain reputation when you 
treat choleric patients*. You lose reputation 
when you solicit patients into your home or 
enter the arena. If you gain reputation and 
your reputation track is full, you decrease your 
health instead**. 

D  Health: You gain health when you recuperate 
in the baths. You lose health when you treat 
phlegmatic patients. If you need to lose health 
but your health is at zero, you must instead lose 

Figure 2 - Eudemus the Sofist - Asymmetric player board

focus. If you do not have focus to lose, you 
must instead lose impact points. 

PLAN
When you choose to plan at home, you place 
your mediple in your villa’s planning space.

• There is no limit to the number of 
mediples you can place in the planning 
space on your villa.

GET RESULTS
Once you choose to get results, you can take 
one of those mediples and place it in a section 
on your villa to perform an action. There are 
three actions you can perform in your villa.

• There is no limit to the number of 
mediples you can move into each action 
space on your villa.

Once no more mediples can get results, proceed to the 
contest phase.3

YOUR VILLA
Your villa is separated into five sections.
1. Living Quarters: Where your unplanned mediples live.

2. Planning Space: Place a mediple here when you choose 
to plan in your villa. The asymmetric villas will have a name 
and some rules listed here.

3. Hospital: Place a planned mediple here to solicit patients 
or treat patients in your hospital.

4. Office: Where you store notable works, books and a sect 
doctrine. Place a mediple here to publish your own works.

5.  Garden: Store your herbs and manage your attribute 1

5

3

4

2 D

A

C

B
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SOLICIT PATIENTS 
1. Move one mediple from the villa's planning space to the hospital. 
2. Decrease your reputation by one. If you do not have reputation to lose, 

or there are no patients to solicit, you cannot perform this action. 
3. Take one patient of your choice from each of the three region cards that 

have patients on them and place it in your hospital. You do not get the 
region card’s clearing bonus (see Figure 5) if you solicit the last patient 
from a card.

TREAT PATIENTS 
1. To treat patients that are currently in your villa's hospital, move one  

mediple from your villa's planning space to the hospital. 
2. You must treat as many patients as your skill allows if those patients 

are available4. The amount of patients you can treat of each type 
depends on your skill level in each of the four respective humors (see 
figure 3) and the number of herbs you use. 
• You may treat one extra patient over your skill level for every herb 

you expend of the same color. Herbs are acquired during journeys, 
described later in these rules. 

3. For any patient you treat, you may choose to gain impact or focus. 
• If you choose to gain impact points, return the treated patients from 

the hospital to the supply and increase your impact marker by one per 
patient. 

• If you choose to gain focus, place that patient on an available space 
on your focus track. It is now considered focus.

4. If you treat any number of choleric patients, increase your reputation by 1. 
If you treat any number of phlegmatic patients, decrease your health by 1. 

5. When you are done treating patients this turn, you can then increase your 
skill by one on any one humor track corresponding to a patient type you 
treated. You may not cross bold publication lines.

Example: The player has treated a Phlegmatic patient and has chosen to take it 
as Focus. Their Focus track is full so they can swap the new patient in or they can 
discard the Phlegmatic patient and increase their philosophy by 1.

Example

Example: (1) The player moves their mediple from their villa's planning space to the 
hospital and then treats a choleric, phlegmatic and melancholic patient. (2) They 
choose to increase their skill by one in the melancholic skill track. They can do this 
as they are not passing a bold publication line. They also gain 1 reputation and lose 1 
health from treating the phlegmatic and choleric patients.

• If your focus track is full, you can choose to either exchange it with 
focus already on your focus track, discarding the old focus and 
gaining no additional benefit, or return the new focus to the supply 
and increase your philosophy by one. 

• Only one player may advance to the top spot of any skill track, at 
which point that player becomes Primus Inter Pares for that humor 
and gains eight impact points.

Or
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Figure 3
SKILL BOARD
This is the skill board, representing your skill in the four humors 
(blood5, phlegm6, black bile7, yellow bile8). After any treatment 
action you can move one of your skill markers across a thin line 
on any humor’s skill track corresponding to a patient type you 
treated. The bold lines can only be crossed when you publish a 
work.

• Every player starts with one skill in each humor and so by 
default can treat one of every patient type present with a 
single treat action.

A  Impact markers and impact track: Where players' impact 
markers are placed to track their impact points.

B  Primus inter pares: The top position on each skill track that 
one player's skill marker may reach (worth eight IP).

C  Skill level indicator: Shows the number of patients you can 
treat in one action for each type of patient.

D  Impact points indicator: Shows how many impact points you 
gain by publishing (crossing the bold line).

E  Bold lines: Points on the skill track where the only way to cross 
is to publish. 

F  Skill markers and skill tracks: For each player to track their 
skill level in the four humors.

PUBLISH WORKS
1. Move one mediple from your villa's planning space to the office. 
2. In order to publish a work you need: 

• Your skill marker to be directly under a bold publication line corresponding to the 
humor you’re writing about.

• The amount and type of focus necessary to publish that level of work (e.g. the first 
bold line requires one focus in that humor, the second bold line requires two, etc). 
• If you do not have the all focus required, as long as you spend at least one focus in 

that humor, you can expend a philosophy for each extra focus you lack.

3. If you meet the requirements (see example above), you may publish:
• Return the necessary focus to the supply and expend as much philosophy as you 

need.
• Move your skill marker over the bold line.
• Gain two impact points.

• If you are the first to publish at a certain level (i.e. there is a notable work on the 
publication line) then you have published that notable work. Take it and place it in 
your villa’s office.

Example: (1) The player moves their mediple from the villa's planning space to the office. 
(2) They have their skill marker next to the first bold publication line on the melancholic 
skill track. (3) They have a melancholic patient in their focus track.

Example: (4) The player expends the melancholic 
patient on their focus track. (5) They move their 
skill marker above the bold publication line on the 
melancholic track and they gain two IP. As they were 
the first player to cross this line they gain the notable 
work and add it to their office.
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ROMA
Now let’s look at the Roma board, where the rest of your 
work actions are done. The Roma board is separated into 
the baths, arena, regions, theater, and journeys.

Arena:
Plan: If you choose to plan in the arena, place 
your mediple in the planning space at the 
entrance. 

Get Results: Once you choose to get results, 
you must spend one reputation to move your 
mediple inside and get results. If you do not have 
reputation to spend, that mediple cannot get 
results this year. 

Once you enter the arena you may treat gladiators 
(sanguine patients). You treat gladiators the same 
way you treat patients in your villa, except:

• First in line: If you are the first to get results 
at the arena, you may treat one extra 
gladiator above your skill level. Place your 
mediple in the first in line space.

• Learning: If you treat a gladiator and another 
player has already treated a gladiator this 
year, and you have less skill in the blood 
humor than this player, you may learn from 
them and increase your skill in the blood 
humor by two steps if possible. 

• Remember: you can only pass a bold 
line by publishing. 

• If there are no gladiators left to treat, 
you cannot perform the treat action 
or increase your skill. But you must 
still enter the arena, and spend one 
reputation (if you have one to spend).

Figure 4 - Roma board

(Contest track & Theater 
explained in next chapter.)

Example: The purple player moves into the arena and 
treats the remaining gladiators. They learn from the 
yellow player who already treated gladiators this year 
and who is above them in skill for the blood humor. 
The purple player moves their skill marker up twice.

Baths
Plan: If you choose to plan in the baths, place your 
mediple in the planning area. 

Get Results: Once you choose to get results, you may 
either Recuperate or join a Sect.

1. Recuperate
• Place your mediple in one of the recuperate spaces.
• Increase your health to it’s maximum level on the 

health track.

2. Join a sect
• If you do not already have a sect doctrine, you may 

place your mediple in the join a sect space. Only 
one mediple may be placed here per year. 

• Take one of the available sect doctrines and place 
it in your office. This sect doctrine gives you a one 
time special ability; turn the card over once you’ve 
used it. It also gives you a tiebreaker during contests; 
1st tiebreaker is the best, the 3rd is the worst. 
• You never change, lose, or have more than one 

sect doctrine.

Historical note: Rome, the capital of the Empire and the largest city in the 
world, was an incredibly unhealthy place to live. Life expectancy for a city 
dweller was under twenty years. The Tiber river running through Rome was 
filthy, most of the sewage of the city went into it and in worst cases bodies 
could be seen floating in it. Fish from the river was known for its rancid taste. 
Medicine was very popular, it was studied and discussed as an intellectual hobby 
by the elite and public demonstrations of dissecting animals while teaching their 
anatomy was a form of entertainment. 

Historical note: Healthy mind in a healthy body was a rule to live by and visits 
to the baths and their gymnasium were a part of daily life for Galenus also. The 
gymnasium and baths were an important center of social discourse. Galenus was 
against the notions of belonging to a singular sect in medicine and preferred to 
take heed of the best parts of them all.

Historical note: From the time of Hippocrates five centuries 
earlier, doctors have taught each other and learned from one 
another while working.
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REGIONS
The three region spaces on the Roma board 
represent the three classes in Ancient Rome:
• Patricians (noble citizens)
• Plebeians (common citizens) 
• Peregrini (non-citizens, who represented the 

majority of the Roman Empire)

Let’s look at the anatomy of a region card
A  Class: This shows you where to place the 

card and the class of patients in this region 
and gives some indication as to what type of 
patients to expect.

B  Seed Numbers: The number and type of 
patients to seed the region9 (and arena) with 
when it is placed or flipped. 

C  Clearing bonus: This is the amount of impact 
points you get when you treat the last patient 
in the region. (Flip or Scrap is done during 
New Year phase.)

• Reminder: you do not get this bonus if 
you solicit the last patient into your villa.

Figure 5 - A Patrician region card

D  Season: The cards have “summer” and “winter” 
sides that give you different clearing bonuses 
for treating the last patient in the region.

E  Event title:10 The title of the event occurring in 
this region. Events on the “summer” side may 
give some indication of what to expect in the 
winter. 

F  Event text: Some background for the event; it 
has no significance for gameplay.

G  Planning space: Where you place your 
mediple when you plan in a region, and where 
patients wait to be treated. 

H  First treatment space: Where the first player 
to treat patients in this region places their 
mediple.

I  Other treatment spaces: Where subsequent 
players can place their mediple to treat 
patients and possibly learn from the mediples 
in the spaces above.

J  Project: The action one player may perform 
instead of treating patients.

Plan: If you choose to plan on a region, place your 
mediple in the planning space.

Get Results: Once you choose to get results, you may 
either move your mediple to a treatment space or the 
project space. Only one player may work on a project. 
If you cannot treat patients or work on a project, your 
mediple cannot get results. 

1. Treat patients
• If available, move your mediple to the first 

treatment space, otherwise, to a space below it.
• You treat patients just as you would in your villa. 
• You learn from other players, just as you would in 

the arena.
• It does not matter what type of patient the other 

player in this region treated when gaining the 
extra level of skill, but the skill you increase must 
correspond to a patient you treated.

• If there are no patients left to treat, then you 
cannot perform the treatment action.

Example: The green player treats a phlegmatic patient after 
the purple player has already treated a patient in that region, 
in that year. The purple player is higher in skill than the 
green player for the phlegm humor, so the green player can 
move up by 2 in the phlegm humor track.

Historical note: A doctor in the age of Galenus might visit a patient daily 
for weeks or even months at a time depending on the ailment, giving 
advice and treatments. One of Galenus’ great accomplishments was his 
writings on his own method of medicine, laying out the order of cause, 
symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of diseases as a continuum 
for doctors to follow in their work.
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2. Work on a project
• Perform the project action exactly as 

described. 
• You do not learn when treating or lose 

reputation when soliciting if it is a part of 
the project action.

• If you do not have the requisite skill or 
there are not enough patients there to 
perform the action exactly as written, then 
you cannot perform the project action. 

Plan: If you choose to plan on a journey card, 
place your mediple in the planning space. 

Get Results: When you get results, you can either 
Shop or Work on a project.

1. Shop 
• When you choose to get results, you may 

move your planned mediple to the First in 
Line Space if it is empty. Then acquire two 
herbs or books in any combination from the 
market and place it in your villa. 

• In a 2p game you may acquire three herbs 
or books in any combination.

• Otherwise, you may move your planned 
mediple to a Leftovers Space and acquire 
one herb or book and place it in your villa.

2. Work on a project
• Instead of shopping you may move your 

planned mediple to the project space if it is 
empty, and perform the indicated action on 
that space. 

Why do I want herbs and books?
Herbs allow you to treat patients more 
effectively. When performing any treatment 
action, you can expend a herb to treat an extra 
patient of that color over your skill level.
Also, if you have all four herb types in your 
possession during final scoring, you can make a 
Theriac which is worth 10 extra impact points. 

JOURNEYS
The journey card represents a journey you may 
take to another city under Roman rule to acquire 
herbs, books, or partake in projects.
Let’s look at the anatomy of a journey card.
A  Location: Where this journey takes place, with 

some historical information about this journey.

B  Seed numbers: The number of herbs and 
books to be added to this journey card when it 
is drawn.  

C  Planning space/Market: Place mediples here 
when you plan, and books and herbs here 
when you seed.

D  Project: Available to one mediple; you may 
work on the indicated project here. 

E  First in line: Available to one mediple; you may 
acquire extra herbs or books when you shop.

 

F  Leftovers: Available to all subsequent mediples; 
you may acquire one herb or book when you 
shop. 

Historical note: Travel was perilous even on the roads of the empire. 
Galenus wrote about seeing, and studying, skeletons of robbers left 
as warnings on the wayside and rumors of innkeepers who sold 
human flesh as pork to unsuspecting visitors.

Books can be expended to increase your 
philosophy by two. You may do this at any time 
during your turn in the work phase, or during 
Preparation in the contest phase described 
later. If your philosophy is full, your reputation is 
increased instead.

Herbs and books are returned to their supply 
when spent or discarded.

Once every player has gotten results with all 
their mediples, move on to the contest phase.

Example: The purple player has 1 skill in every humor 
and they decide to expend 2 blue herbs and 1 yellow 
herb from their garden, this means for this action they 
can treat an extra 2 phlegmatic patients and an extra 
choleric patient. As a result they can treat all 6 patients 
present on this region card in one treatment action.

Example: If the project instructs you to treat 3 
melancholic patients, your skill in the melancholic 
humor must be at least 3 or you must have enough black 
herbs to expend.

Figure 6

F

E
B
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Example: Purple has published twice, white and green 1 each and gray is yet to publish. 
They place their contest markers on the corresponding spot on the contest track.

ADJUDICATION
6. Check to see which player is furthest up on the contest track. 

If there is a tie, the player with the best tiebreaker on their sect 
doctrine wins. If no player has a sect doctrine, the player who bid 
the highest wins. If there is still a tie, the player who is ahead in turn 
order wins. 

7. Award prizes as follows...
• First place: Take the first player token and a notable work from 

the supply, and gain three reputation. 
• Second place: Gain two reputation. If the winner is higher than 

you on the skill track matching the contest subject, move up 
one space on this skill track (but do not cross publication lines).

• In a 2p game there is no award for second place. 
• Third place: Gain one reputation. If the winner is higher than 

you on the skill track matching the contest subject, move up 
one space on this skill track (but do not cross publication lines).

• In a 3p game there is no award for third place.

PRESENTATION
4. Every player then grabs their Bidding Dial and secretly places a bid up to 

the amount of philosophy and focus they have of the contest subject 
that they would like to spend on this contest. Any philosophy and focus 
you bid will be lost regardless of the outcome

5. Once every player has dialed in their bid, reveal them and move your 
contest marker that many spaces up on the contest track. Reduce any 
philosophy / discard any focus you bid.

During this phase everyone does their Preparation and Presentation to see 
who is the most skilled in the year’s contest subject, then you reward prizes 
during Adjudication11.

PREPARATION
1. Every player decides, in player order, if they want to expend any books to 

gain philosophy.
2. Every player moves their contest marker up a number of spaces equal to 

the number of mediples they have in the preparation space in the theater. 
This represents the time you spent this year preparing for the contest. 

3. Every player then moves their contest marker up a number of spaces equal 
to the number of publications they have made in the contest subject (i.e. 
how many bold publication lines you’ve crossed in that humor’s skill track).

• Regardless of how they did in the contest, if any player has passed 
Galenus12, or tied with him and holds a sect doctrine, they gain a 
notable work from the supply. Beating Galenus is something worth 
writing about!

Once everyone has received their spoils from the contest, it’s time 
for the new year. 

Example: prizes in a 3 player game.

Historical note: Medical contests and demonstrations were popular entertainment and a way for 
doctors to advertise their skills. They could be held in the homes of patricians, on the streets or in the 
many theaters of Rome. They could be held in who had the best instruments, at problem solving or 
anatomical demonstrations by dissecting or even vivisecting different animals.
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At the end of the year determine if anyone has won, otherwise prepare for the New Year. On the 5th new year phase go straight to final scoring.

VICTORY CHECK
1. Check to see if any player has four more notable works than every 

other player. If so, that player earns the respect of Galenus and enters 
his inner sanctum, thus immediately winning the game. Otherwise 
continue with the new year phase.

REFRESH ROMA BOARD
RESET CONTEST TRACK
2. Place Galenus in his starting position, then move him down as many 

spaces as there are regions with untreated patients. This represents 
the time he has to spend making up for your inadequacies instead of 
preparing for the next contest. 

3. Reset all players’ contest markers to their starting space.
4. Move round tracker up by one.

RETRIEVE MEDIPLES
5. Return all players’ mediples to their villa’s living quarters.

RESET ARENA
6. Empty the arena of gladiators (they died of their injuries) and add four new 

gladiators.

RESET JOURNEY CARD
7. Discard the journey card, along with any herbs and books on it, and replace 

it with a new one. Seed the journey card with the indicated number of 
herbs and books. 

Example: All contest markers return to 
the start of the contest track and as there 
is one region card left with patients on it, 
Galenus moves down the contest track by 1.

Example
Example

Example

Example

+ =  Win
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REFRESH REGION CARDS
8. Flip any ”summer” region cards without patients on them to their ”winter” 

side and seed the cards with the indicated number and type of patients, 
and add or remove gladiators as listed on that region card.

9. Discard any ”winter” region cards without patients on them and replace 
them with new ”summer” region cards of the same class, seeding them 
with the indicated number and type of patients, and add or remove any 
gladiators in the arena as listed on that region card.

FINAL SCORING
At the end of the fifth year, if no one has four more notable works 
than any other player, proceed to final scoring. 

• Add two impact points for every notable work you have.
• Add one impact point for every philosophy you have. (Books 

you have left over do not count)
• Add 10 impact points if you can make a theriac (have at least 

one of every herb type). You cannot get this bonus more than 
once.

• Subtract one impact point for every patient still in your villa’s 
hospital.

The player with the most impact wins, becoming Galenus’ closest 
confidant. 

In case of a tie: (Sect cards do not apply)

• The player with the most skill markers on primus inter pares 
spaces wins.

• If still tied, the player with the most publications (crossed the 
most bold lines) wins. 

• If still tied, the tied players enter Galenus’ inner sanctum and 
share the victory.

Example: The first region card, which is on its ‘summer’ side is empty of patients. This gets 
flipped over to its winter side, and is then seeded with a choleric and a phlegmatic patient. A 
gladiator is removed from the arena.

The second region card is left for the next year as it still has patients on it.

The third region card is empty of patients and it’s on its ‘winter’ side and so it gets discarded.  
A new region card from the same deck is placed down with its 'summer' side up and gets 
seeded with 2 choleric patients, 4 phlegmatic patients and 2 melancholic patients.

Historical note: Ingredients for different medications were hard to find and doctors collected 
them on their travels or made arrangements to get their hands on the most potent ones. These 
entailed earth from Lemnia, special crayfish collected on a certain date or various plant extracts 
like opium or cinnamon. The most prestigious drug was Theriac, with tens of ingredients, which 
Galenus made daily for the emperor Marcus Aurelius. Galenus was also a master in finding 
easier (and cheaper) substitutes for prescriptions on the fly.
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- GALENUS' COLLEAGUE -

Historical Note: One senior colleague of Galenus was 
Antipater, a Greek Physician who was working with 
Galenus in Rome. Galenus gave an account of Antipater’s 
death and the morbid details of his condition beforehand.

Example: The players' 
and the colleague's 
contest markers are all 
tied with no sect cards, 
the colleague wins ties 
and will take their 
action straight away.

2 Dignitary cards 1 Brown mediple 1 Brown contest marker

EXTRA COMPONENTS
2 Dignitary cards
1 Brown mediple
1 Brown contest marker

WORK PHASE
The Colleague
The dignitary card now represents the 
colleague who will be working alongside the 
players in the game. From now on:

• The dignitary card will be referred to as 
the colleague’s card.

• The brown mediple will be referred to 
as the colleague’s mediple.

• The brown contest marker will be 
referred to as the colleague’s contest 
marker.

 

The Colleague will attempt to perform an 
action once every round. Their action is 
described on their card.

• If they cannot perform their action they 
do not get another attempt until the 
next round.

• For descriptions of these cards, see 
Figure 2 in the Solo Mode chapter.

Turn order
You will perform your turns during the work 
phase in the normal order, starting with 
the player with the first player token and 
then proceeding clockwise. However the 
colleague will also perform their specific 
action at some point during the work phase 
as well.

Galenus had senior colleagues, physicians who worked with him in Rome. In this variant, players will not only compete against each other, but 
also alongside one of Galenus’ senior colleagues who will attempt to perform an action every round. This variant is great when you want to add 
an extra element in a 2-3 player game to make things a bit harder.

SETUP
Set the game up as normal, then do the following steps to 
complete the setup:

A. Take the 'Satyrus' and 'Pelops' dignitary card, one player 
places them face down and another blindly picks one. 
Reveal the card and place it somewhere visible for all 
players.
• Remove the other dignitary card.

B. Place the brown mediple on the top region card on the 
Roma board.

C. Place the brown contest marker, along with your contest 
markers, on the starting space of the contest track.

 

SEQUENCE OF PLAY
The variant game has the same win conditions as the regular 
game.

The sequence of play works the same as a regular game 
with the following changes to work phase, contest phase 
and new year phase.

The position of the colleague’s contest 
marker on the contest track will determine 
when the colleague attempts their action 
each round.

If the colleague is ahead of the players on 
the contest track, then the colleague will 
attempt their action first.

Otherwise, the colleague will attempt their 
action as soon as all of the players who are 
ahead of the colleague on the contest track 
have had their first turn getting results.

• The colleague will win ties unless the 
player holds a sect card.
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Historical Note: The dignitary cards are used to determine the colleague’s 
action, however these people from history are not the colleagues 
themselves. For example. Nicon the Architect was Galenus’ father who 
oversaw his education.

Example: The colleague's and the 
green player's contest markers are 
on the same spot ahead of the other 
players. The green player has a sect 
card. All players take turns as normal 
until the green player decides to get 
results. After this turn, the colleague 

Example: The colleague's contest 
marker is behind everyone else's. 
All players take turns as normal 
and after a while all players other 
than the beige player have started 
to get results. Then, the beige 

Example: The colleague's contest 
marker is reset to the bottom and 
then moves up 3 spaces because of 
the 3 patients left untreated.

will take their action and then the normal player order will 
continue.

player has a turn where they start to get results and when this 
turn is finished the colleague will then take their action. 

CONTEST PHASE
At the start of the contest phase, reset the players' and 
the colleague’s contest markers to the starting space 
on the contest track.

Then raise the colleague’s contest marker up by as 
many spaces as there are patients left on region cards.

In ‘adjudication’ the colleague does not count towards 
the prize positions and can not receive a prize.

NEW YEAR PHASE
Do not reset the players' contest markers or the 
colleague’s contest marker on the contest track.

If the colleague's action is being represented by the 
‘Pelops’ dignitary card:

• The colleague’s mediple will always be returned 
to the topmost region card (Patrician).

If the colleague's action is being represented by the 
‘Satyrus’ dignitary card:

• The colleague’s mediple will be moved down to 
the next region card below. 

    (Patrician > Plebeian > Peregrini > Patrician > ...)
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EXTRA COMPONENTS
5 Dignitary cards
2 "Perga" cards (double sided)
2 "Mon" cards (double sided)
1 Brown mediple
1 Brown contest marker

D. Shuffle all of the region cards together and 
place four region cards, one on each region 
space (class doesn’t matter) and another 
one right below them.
• Still seed the regions and add/remove 

gladiators from the arena as specified on 
the card.

E. Place the Galenus pawn in the 1st (lowest) 
position of the contest track, this represents 
your contest marker.

F. Randomly place the gray, green, purple, 
and brown contest markers on the contest 
track in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th positions.

G. Place a gray, green, purple, and brown 
mediple on the region card relative to its 
position on the contest track. 
• For example, if the green mediple is 

the highest on the contest track, place 
a green mediple on the top most 
region card. If a purple mediple is at 
the bottom of the contest track, place 
a purple mediple on the bottom most 
region card. 

• Every mediple that is not your own color 
will now be referred to as a dignitary 
mediple.

H. Add the green skill markers to the skill track.  

Before finding fame in Rome, Galenus worked in his hometown of Pergamon to gain renown. In this solo variant you play a young 
Galenus, trying to gain favor from local dignitaries and impress your teachers. Will you meet your goals and move on to Rome, or are 
you not yet ready for the big city?

SETUP
Set the game up as in a normal four player game 
with the following exceptions:

A. You are the beige player, set up only your 
pieces unless otherwise stated below.

B. Randomly chose one of the “Perga” and one of 
the “Mon” card sides. Place close to the board. 
Combined, they make up your four goals. 
• Discard the other Perga and Mon cards.

C. Remove one of the brown Dignitary Cards 
depending on which difficulty level you choose 
(see Difficulty Levels, pg 24). 

• Shuffle the 4 remaining Dignitary Cards and 
place one above each of the skill tracks.

HOW TO WIN
You win the game by completing all four goals 
on the “Perga” and “Mon” cards you drew by 
the end of the fifth year. You can increase or 
decrease the difficulty level using the conditions 
listed later in these rules.  

Sequence of play
The solo game works like a regular four player 
game, except for the following changes:

WORK PHASE
There is no “plan” in the work phase. 

On your turn you take a mediple from your 
living quarters and place it directly in the action 
space you want to perform. 

The dignitaries each have a special action, listed 
on their card (the color on the card matches the 
mediple). They perform their action in the same 
order as their place on the contest track. 

At the start of every work phase the highest 
dignitary on the contest track will do its special 
action, and then the next one down will do its 
action, etc. until it reaches your contest marker 
(Galenus), at which point you can do all of your 
actions. 

Ties on the contest track are won by the player if 
they hold a sect card, or the dignitary otherwise.

5 Dignitary cards 

1 Brown mediple 1 Brown contest 
marker

2 "Mon" cards 2 "Perga" cards
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Figure 1 - Example solo game setup
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Learning
• You will never learn from someone in the arena.

• When treating patients you may increase your skill level by two for that humor 
if the dignitary mediple in that region matches the dignitary card on that humor 
track. If the dignitary card is removed, you do not get to learn from them.

CONTEST PHASE
The contest phase works the same as in a four player game, with these 
exceptions: 

• At the start of the contest phase, Galenus is reset to the bottom 
of the contest track.

• There is no contest subject. Instead, you only move up equal 
to the number of your unplanned mediples and how much 
philosophy you choose to bid. (You cannot bid focus)

• Only you earn prizes, depending on where you placed in the 
contest. 

NEW YEAR PHASE
The New Year phase works the same as in a four player game, with 
these exceptions:

• The dignitaries' contest markers are not reset.

• Galenus is not reset.

• If the dignitaries' contest markers are in a different order on 
the contest track, then rearrange the dignitary mediples on the 
regions to match their new places on the contest track.  Baths

• You can acquire multiple sect doctrines during the game, your tiebreaker is 
the highest number amongst your tiles. 

Theater
• Placing a mediple in the “contest subject” space allows you to switch the 

position of two dignitary mediples on the contest track.

Completing Goals
• If at any point you achieve a goal, remove a dignitary card of your choice 

from the skill track and use it to cover the goal you’ve just completed. 

• Also remove any of their pieces from the game. 
• That dignitary no longer performs their action and you can no longer learn 

from them.

Example: The gray dignitary mediple is 
in the same region card as your mediple 
and the gray dignitary card (Satyrus) 
is above the phlegm humor skill track. 
When you treat the phlegmatic patient 
in this region you can go up 2 spaces on 
the skill track for the phlegm humor.
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THE DIGNITARIES
Satyrus the Physician (Grey): 
One of Galenus’ teachers.

• Treat all patients in the region Satyrus is in.

Pelops the Physician (Green): 
One of Galenus’ teachers and a student of Quintus. 

• Attempt to treat all four patient types starting with the topmost 
region, moving down to the next region until every patient 
type has been treated. 
• In each region he treats as many patients as his skill level 

allows in each respective humor.

• If Pelops successfully treats every patient type, move all of his 
skill markers up to just below the next publication line. 
• If these markers were already next to a publication line, 

move the markers just above the publication line. 
• If there was a notable work on the publication line you just 

crossed then move the notable work up, adding it to the 
next publication line. 

Asiarch the High priest of Pergamon (Purple): 
Entrusted the Gladiators of Pergamon to Galenus alone.

• Remove all of the gladiators from the arena. 

Theagenes the Cynic (Brown): 
An especially memorable patient who in Galenus´ opinion lived an 
ideal lifestyle. 

• Discard the top three herbs and/or books listed on the current 
journey card, or as many as are available up to three. 

Nicon the Architect (Brown): 
Galenus’ father, who oversaw his education.

• Treat one patient of your choice from the region Nicon is in 
and raise your own skill level on the respective humor track 
one step, as long as you don’t cross a publication line.

DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Easy: Choose Nicon the Architect for the brown dignitary card.

Normal: Choose Theagenes the Cynic for the brown dignitary 
card (use this for all subsequent difficulty levels). 

Intermediate: Place the “Perga” card above the “Mon” card. 
When you complete a goal, you may now only remove the 
dignitary in the same position (e.g. if you complete the second 
goal, remove the dignitary in the second region from the top)

Hard: Same as “Intermediate”, but you must gain at least 40 IP 
and six publications by the end of the fifth year.

Extreme: Same as “Hard”, but you must gain at least 45 IP by the 
end of the fifth year, and in the set up; the dignitaries start one 
space up on the contest track. 

Legendary: Same as “Hard”, but you must gain at least 50 IP by 
the end of the fifth year, and in the set up; the dignitaries start 2 
spaces up on the contest track. 

Figure 2
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What drove me to find out about the history of Galenus in the first place was a course I took on the history of medicine during my 
medical studies back in the University of Turku and my History of Medicine themed trip to Rome with the Finnish Doctors Culture 
Society with its fantastic guide Andreo Larsen.

In making this game the largest inspiration and resource was the biography of Galenus, Susan P. Mattern's The Prince of Medicine. 
The game is, as close to what I could muster, from the viewpoint of Galenus, as portrayed in this great biography. The various specific 
medical cases I have referred to in this game are examples of Galenus’ own patients that I found from the aforementioned book. Other 
examples were found in Galenus’ own writings, Method of Medicine Books 1–14, and from two Finnish works on medical history that 
contained medical cases from the time period the game is set in. These were Andreo Larsen's Antiikin Lääketieteen Perintö and Marke 
Ahonen's Oopiumia Ja Ajatusharhoja.

The portrayal of what day to day life for a doctor and their patients might be like at that time period is based on information from the 
books mentioned previously and from Jerome Carcopino´s Daily Life in Ancient Rome: The People and the City at the Height of the 
Empire. 

Some of the information about the various events included in the game were found using Wikipedia.
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1  Roman society was incredibly cruel and its excesses have had a voyeuristic draw in movies and TV etc. Around 10 - 15% of the population 
were slaves and this made possible the luxury of the elite of approximately 500 - 600 Patrician families who ruled over the civilization at 
it's peak, when this game happens, of 65 million. 

2  Galenus was a part of this elite and by a modern standard not a good person, the fact is well established in Mattern's excellent biography. 
He surely owned slaves, as was the standard of his class and was by various accounts a narcissist. Despite this he was a brilliant doctor and 
the information that exists surrounding him still to this day made him a great basis for the game.

3  I've tried to make this game to be from the viewpoint of Galenus, whilst still portraying the history of the regular people. The game is 
kept at a 'PG 13' level, so it does not go into all the gory detail and injustices of the time, so no horrible executions etc. But the truly 
downtrodden, those at the very bottom of the social scale, unfortunately do not get much of a voice in this game, just as they do not get 
much of a voice in historical texts in general.

4  In the second century Roman health was understood as the balance of the four different bodily humors: Blood, Yellow Bile, Black Bile and 
Phlegm. Disease was seen as an imbalance or excess of these and the four bodily states connected to them: Hot, Cold, Dry and Moist. As 
an abstraction in this game, I have divided the skill in medicine according to these four humors, although the Romans did not have this 
division.

5 Blood in this game represents physical trauma.
6  Phlegm represents the epidemics of different diseases at the time generally referred to as plagues, though no other specific historical 
connection could be found.

7  Black Bile represents conditions of the psyche, known by very general terms, such as 'melancholia'. For Galenus, melancholia was an 
organic disease with neurological and behavioral symptoms. It was one of several different kinds of psychosis with organic causes. We don't 
know a lot about how people with florid behavioral symptoms were actually medically treated at the time.

8 Yellow bile in this game represents illnesses of the liver, gout, gastrointestinal maladies and lifestyle diseases.
9  The most common diagnoses of the time was just 'fever' and very few direct connections can be found between our current diagnosis and 
the diagnosis of the time.

10  In order to add more variety to the game the events in the game may occur in a different order to when they actually happened in the 
late second century AD.

11  The fact that there has been medical entertainment for so long in history, as there still is, was an epiphany to me. The situations used for 
entertainment were horrific then, but there is something similar, if harmless, in the surgery documentaries I remember watching as a kid 
and in all the doctor series running on TV.

12  Galenus was a part of the Hellenistic medical tradition and even on the inside there was no official way of saying who was or was not a 
medical professional. The field was totally wild. Some doctors at the time could be specialized, for instance into performing surgery, but 
no clear specialties were set or regulated. Galenus himself performed surgery, sometimes very complicated, but only on rare occasions.
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